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Abstract: Hydrogen is gaining prominence as a sustainable energy source in the UK, aligning with
the country’s commitment to advancing sustainable development across diverse sectors. However,
a rigorous examination of the interplay between the hydrogen economy and the Sustainable De-
velopment Goals (SDGs) is imperative. This study addresses this imperative by comprehensively
assessing the risks associated with hydrogen production, storage, transportation, and utilization. The
overarching aim is to establish a robust framework that ensures the secure deployment and operation
of hydrogen-based technologies within the UK’s sustainable development trajectory. Considering
the unique characteristics of the UK’s energy landscape, infrastructure, and policy framework, this
paper presents practical and viable recommendations to facilitate the safe and effective integration of
hydrogen energy into the UK’s SDGs. To facilitate sophisticated decision making, it proposes using an
advanced Decision-Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) tool, incorporating regret
theory and a 2-tuple spherical linguistic environment. This tool enables a nuanced decision-making
process, yielding actionable insights. The analysis reveals that Incident Reporting and Learning,
Robust Regulatory Framework, Safety Standards, and Codes are pivotal safety factors. At the same
time, Clean Energy Access, Climate Action, and Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure are identi-
fied as the most influential SDGs. This information provides valuable guidance for policymakers,
industry stakeholders, and regulators. It empowers them to make well-informed strategic decisions
and prioritize actions that bolster safety and sustainable development as the UK transitions towards
a hydrogen-based energy system. Moreover, the findings underscore the varying degrees of promi-
nence among different SDGs. Notably, SDG 13 (Climate Action) exhibits relatively lower overall
distinction at 0.0066 and a Relation value of 0.0512, albeit with a substantial impact. In contrast,
SDG 7 (Clean Energy Access) and SDG 9 (Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure) demonstrate mod-
erate prominence levels (0.0559 and 0.0498, respectively), each with its unique influence, emphasizing
their critical roles in the UK’s pursuit of a sustainable hydrogen-based energy future.

Keywords: hydrogen economy; sustainable development; decision-making process; regret theory;
regulatory framework; DEMATEL
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1. Introduction

The pursuit of smart cities’ sustainable development and the transition to clean energy
resources have become imperative in addressing global climate concerns [1–4]. In this con-
text, hydrogen has wisely emerged as a promising solution, potentially revolutionizing the
energy economy system, not only in the UK but also in various countries and regions [5,6].
Hydrogen, as a remarkably versatile fuel, boasts net-zero end-use emissions [7], making it
an ideal candidate to drive the decarbonization of multiple high-emission sectors, including
transportation, industry, electricity generation, and heat production. In countries such as
Germany, Japan, and South Korea, hydrogen initiatives have gained considerable traction,
showcasing successful strategies for hydrogen adoption. Germany’s “National Hydrogen
Strategy” [8], for instance, outlines a roadmap for hydrogen production and utilization,
emphasizing its role in achieving carbon reduction goals. Japan’s commitment to a “Hy-
drogen Society” [9] has led to significant advancements in hydrogen fuel cell technology
and infrastructure, serving as a model for sustainable hydrogen integration. Meanwhile,
South Korea’s investments in hydrogen research and development underscore the global
momentum towards harnessing hydrogen’s potential [10]. Lessons learned from these
international endeavors offer valuable insights for the UK’s own hydrogen transition.

Its unparalleled versatility and environmental benefits set hydrogen apart as a game-
changing energy source. Unlike fossil fuels, hydrogen produces no harmful emissions when
consumed, emitting only water vapor and heat as byproducts [11,12]. This makes hydrogen
an attractive option for decarbonizing sectors that have been historically challenging
to clean, such as heavy industry and long-haul transportation. Moreover, hydrogen’s
ability to be stored and transported efficiently offers a solution to the intermittency of
renewable energy sources like wind and solar [13,14]. It can store excess energy during
periods of low demand and release it when needed, enhancing the reliability of the energy
grid. Additionally, hydrogen can be produced from various sources, including renewable
electricity, natural gas with carbon capture and storage, and even biomass, providing
flexibility in its sourcing. These unique advantages position hydrogen as a key enabler of
sustainable development, capable of addressing multiple environmental, economic, and
societal challenges while fostering a cleaner and more resilient energy future for the UK
and the world.

While hydrogen offers immense potential as a sustainable energy source, it has its
challenges, especially regarding safety. Understanding the safety hazards and potential
risks associated with hydrogen energy production, storage, transportation, and utilization
is paramount. One of the primary concerns is hydrogen’s high flammability and ability to
form explosive mixtures with air over a wide concentration range [15]. This characteristic
makes hydrogen incidents potentially more hazardous than those involving conventional
fuels. Furthermore, hydrogen’s low ignition energy and flame invisibility under certain
conditions can pose unique challenges in detecting and mitigating leakages. Technical
complexities in ensuring the safe operation of hydrogen infrastructure extend to hydrogen
embrittlement, which can compromise the integrity of materials used in pipelines and
storage tanks. Moreover, the cryogenic nature of liquid hydrogen presents challenges in
handling and containment. In the event of a leak or rupture, the rapid release of gaseous or
liquid hydrogen can result in fire or explosions with severe consequences.

These safety concerns necessitate a rigorous approach to safety risk management
throughout the entire hydrogen value chain. Proper safety measures, risk assessments, and
preventive strategies are imperative to ensure that hydrogen’s promise as a clean energy
source is realized without compromising public safety or environmental integrity. This
paper aims to delve into these technical aspects of hydrogen safety, analyzing the nature
and potential consequences of safety hazards. By doing so, it seeks to underscore the
critical importance of robust safety risk management practices and the need for continuous
innovation in ensuring the safe integration of hydrogen technologies into various applica-
tions. Hydrogen as an energy carrier has garnered substantial attention worldwide due to
its potential to drive sustainable energy transitions and address pressing environmental
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concerns [16,17]. Recent global trends underscore the increasing momentum in hydrogen
production and consumption, making exploring its integration within specific contexts,
such as the UK’s sustainable development goals, imperative. These trends set the backdrop
for the investigation into the safe integration of hydrogen energy into the UK’s sustainable
development trajectory, emphasizing the need for a robust risk mitigation framework.

Given the UK’s commitment to decarbonization and its ambitious target of achieving
net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 [18,19], hydrogen is being recognized by the
government as a critical driving factor for achieving sustainable development goals (SDGs).
The UK is taking proactive measures to ensure a sustainable and decarbonized future
by embracing and advancing the “Hydrogen Net Zero Investment Roadmap” [20]. As a
frontrunner in this transition, the UK acknowledges the hydrogen key role in achieving
its ambitious net-zero emissions target. The “Hydrogen Net Zero Investment Roadmap”
outlines a comprehensive plan to navigate the hydrogen sector, encompassing investment,
innovation, and infrastructure development. This roadmap paves the way for an energy
system that is cleaner, more sustainable, and aligned with environmental goals. Supported
by a robust policy framework, a collaborative regulatory environment, and targeted en-
couragement, the UK is strategically positioning itself as a global leader in harnessing
the manifold advantages of hydrogen, both in addressing climate change and driving
economic growth. Figure 1 highlights the UK’s adoption and development of this roadmap,
which unlocks the hydrogen capacity as a critical pillar of its energy transition, propelling
significant progress toward a greener and more sustainable future.
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With an unwavering commitment to this vision, the UK has raised proactive actions
by implementing various supportive policies and regulatory measures across multiple
sectors, including those designed to strengthen demand for hydrogen and tackle existing
limitations, notably providing incentives for hydrogen adoption in power generation,
transport, and industrial applications. In this context, considerable investments have been
channeled into hydrogen production projects, facilitated through initiatives like the “Net
Zero Hydrogen Fund” [21] and the “Hydrogen Production Business Model” [22]. With
integration of continuous research and development efforts, such funding mechanisms can
attract private investment and facilitate hydrogen technology deployment. For instance, it
is clear that the UK aims to catalyze and accelerate investments in hydrogen production,
with a bold objective of securing up to GBP 9 billion in funding to establish a significant
10 GW hydrogen production capacity. In addition, the government actively encourages
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investments in transport and storage infrastructure, allocating a substantial budget of up to
GBP 2 billion to foster the nation’s hydrogen economy’s rapid growth [20].

However, it is crucial to emphasize the significance of safety and implementing ef-
fective risk mitigation measures throughout hydrogen adoption. By doing so, the UK
government should also establish a robust basis that addresses potential risks and pro-
motes the secure integration of hydrogen technologies into different applications. The
UK can show a robust and resilient hydrogen sector by strategically upskilling the ex-
isting workforce and synergistically harnessing the expertise from high-tech industries,
including oil and gas, marine, and power plants. This proactive approach can guarantee
operation safety while effectively minimizing potential risks. This paper examines the UK
government’s holistic strategy for integrating the hydrogen energy economy with the SDGs.
By studying and examining such multi-dimensional interrelationships among policies,
infrastructure advancements, investment prospects, and safety measures, it aims to offer
valuable insights into how the UK can successfully leverage hydrogen’s capacities as safely
and securely as possible. This approach will assist in advancing the nation’s progress
towards a low-carbon future and enhance its ability to address societal and environmental
challenges more effectively.

In the ever-increasing body of literature, several valuable research works focus on
different aspects of hydrogen energy in the context of UK sustainable development, as well
as experiences from other countries and regions. One such study was conducted by Pulsar
and Ferrier [23], who specifically evaluated the future decarbonization potential of the UK’s
iron and steel sector. This research also involved an assessment of various technological
interventions aimed at reducing carbon emissions in this sector. A comprehensive investiga-
tion comparing UK electric and hydrogen buses in relation to emissions per person across
varying vehicle capacity levels determined that electric buses outperform hydrogen buses
in terms of environmental impact [24]. The study’s authors reached a significant conclusion,
emphasizing that electric buses exhibit notably lower cumulative emissions than their
hydrogen counterparts, presenting a more favorable pathway for the UK to decarbonize its
public transport system effectively. Valverde-Isorna et al. [25] presented a sophisticated
and all-encompassing methodology for effectively modeling, simulating, and assessing
the performance of wind-hydrogen systems situated in Fife, Scotland, offering valuable
insights from this region’s experience. Through their study, the authors demonstrated that
their proposed model holds great promise in enhancing these systems’ design and overall
efficiency. Bellaby et al. [26] investigated the perception of the UK public regarding the
infrastructure needed for supplying hydrogen in road transport as an unfamiliar type of
fuel, shedding light on public acceptance, an aspect relevant in various regions. Over ten
years, from 2011, researchers actively investigated the utilization of offshore electricity for
hydrogen production in the UK [27], showcasing how regional resources can be harnessed
for hydrogen generation. Another study [28] showed that hydrogen energy can be used as
a low-carbon alternative to natural gas for domestic heating in the UK, possibly storing
it in a few offshore gas fields to meet seasonal demand without competing with other
low-carbon subsurface applications. There are several review papers conducted on various
aspects of the hydrogen economy in the UK, particularly focusing on the hydrogen supply
chain [29], hydrogen-fueled transportation [30], and hydrogen gas quality [31]. In addition,
in the state of the art, there are some well-developed methodologies to enhance the system
of hydrogen energy infrastructure, such as but not limited to [32–34].

While there is a growing body of literature on the hydrogen domain, it remains limited
in its scope as most publications concentrate solely on hydrogen technologies within
specific subject fields—whether technical, social, or policy-related. This narrow approach
disregards the potential benefits of incorporating insights from diverse disciplines and
experiences across regions. To fill this void in the existing literature, the primary objective
of this article is to develop a reliable and robust decision-based framework for hydrogen
energy’s current state in the UK, considering global experiences and lessons learned, and
how this aligns with SDGs. Moreover, this work seeks to stimulate a broader discourse
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surrounding the augmentation of hydrogen safety measures and the effective mitigation of
associated risks. In this regard, the primary objective of this research work is to address the
following research questions in a concise and precise manner:

• What are the critical safety driving factors associated with hydrogen production,
storage, transportation, and utilization in the UK’s hydrogen energy economy, taking
into account global experiences? This research question aims to identify and analyze
the critical safety concerns and risks involved in various stages of the hydrogen value
chain, drawing insights from international experiences. Responses can contribute to
developing effective risk mitigation strategies and safety protocols, ensuring the safe
implementation and operation of hydrogen-based technologies in the UK.

• How does the integration of hydrogen energy into the UK’s sustainable development
trajectory impact the achievement of SDGs, in light of global experiences? This re-
search question assesses the interrelationships between hydrogen energy adoption and
the progress towards meeting the country’s SDGs, while considering experiences from
other regions. This response provides valuable insights for policymakers, industry
stakeholders, and regulators to align their efforts with the broader sustainable devel-
opment agenda, making transitioning to a hydrogen-based energy system a catalyst
for achieving multiple environmental, social, and economic goals.

• How can an advanced adaptive DEMATEL tool, incorporating regret theory and a
2-tuple spherical linguistic environment, enhance the decision-making process for
safely integrating hydrogen energy in the UK’s sustainable development context,
drawing from global best practices? The integration of an advanced adaptive DEMA-
TEL tool, enriched with regret theory and a 2-tuple spherical linguistic framework,
represents a groundbreaking leap in bolstering the decision-making process concern-
ing the safe incorporation of hydrogen energy into the United Kingdom’s sustainable
development context, drawing inspiration from global best practices. This innovative
approach offers multifaceted advantages, streamlining decision-making by providing
enhanced visualization of complex relationships, capturing subjective expertise, fa-
cilitating quantitative and qualitative analysis, and integrating global insights. The
innovative aspects of this methodology lie in its holistic approach, risk mitigation
through regret theory, inclusivity through linguistic environments, and the ability to
benchmark against successful global practices, collectively empowering stakeholders
to make well-informed, forward-thinking decisions in this critical domain.

The response aims to demonstrate how this sophisticated decision-making process,
informed by global experiences and lessons, can provide actionable suggestions and rec-
ommendations for policymakers and stakeholders, enabling them to prioritize safety and
risk mitigation measures while strategically aligning hydrogen energy integration with the
UK’s sustainable development goals.

The structure of this paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 introduces a novel and
advanced adaptive DEMATEL tool that incorporates regret theory and a 2-tuple spherical
linguistic environment. This integration aims to enhance the decision-making process,
making it more sophisticated and effective. Additionally, in Section 3, a practical application
study on hydrogen as an emerging sustainable energy source in the UK is conducted,
followed by the results and discussion in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. This study focuses
on exploring the relationship between the hydrogen economy and the UK’s SDGs and
emphasizes safety and risk mitigation. Finally, in Section 4, the conclusion of the findings
is presented, the challenges encountered during the research are discussed, and potential
directions for future studies are outlined.

2. Materials and Methods

As depicted in Figure 2, the proposed methodology systematically addresses complex
decision-making problems, concentrating on acquiring SDGs, assuring safety measures,
and overcoming barriers. The process involves three key steps that leverage the insights
of a diverse group of decision-makers and utilize regret theory to analyze and interpret
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the results. The first step involves clearly defining the objective of the decision-making
process. The methodology recognizes that various factors contribute to the decision-making
process. These factors could include SDGs, safety measures, potential obstacles, and other
relevant considerations. In Step 2, a heterogeneous group of decision-makers is constructed,
comprising diverse backgrounds, expertise, and perspectives to ensure a comprehensive
analysis. A proper linguistic term facilitates the evaluation process, which provides a
standardized way for decision-makers to express their preferences and opinions. Following
the completion of Step 2, decision-makers gain additional insights into the contributing
factors identified in Step 1. Step 3 investigates the influence and relationships among the
contributing factors identified in Step 1. Decision-makers can use the obtained information
to prioritize actions, make informed decisions, and develop strategies to achieve the stated
objectives effectively. The details of each step are provided in the following subsections.
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2.1. Defining the Objective, Identifying All Contributing Factors

The first step of the research methodology aims to lay a strong foundation for the
study by clearly defining the primary objective and identifying all the critical contributing
factors relevant to integrating a hydrogen energy economy with the UK’s SDGs. This step
is vital as it ensures a comprehensive understanding of the multifaceted challenges and
opportunities associated with successfully implementing hydrogen as a critical energy
source while aligning with the nation’s sustainability targets.

Here, a well-defined research objective that focuses on exploring the synergistic in-
tegration of a hydrogen-based energy economy with the UK’s SDGs is communicated.
Next, specific SDGs relevant to the UK’s energy transition and decarbonization efforts
are identified and analyzed. These SDGs will serve as a benchmark against which the
compatibility and contribution of hydrogen-based energy solutions will be evaluated.

The existing safety measures and protocols associated with hydrogen production,
storage, transportation, and utilization are investigated. Identifying potential risks and un-
derstanding how to mitigate them effectively will be essential to ensure the safe integration
of hydrogen technologies within the existing energy infrastructure.

Ultimately, it is essential to identify and assess potential barriers and challenges.
These may include technological limitations, regulatory obstacles, economic factors, public
perception, and infrastructure requirements. Considering the issues mentioned above, the
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authors are able to propose targeted solutions and policy recommendations to overcome
limitations and improve hydrogen-based technology adoption.

2.2. Aggregating Subjective Input from a Group of Decision-Makers
2.2.1. Creating a Heterogeneous Group of Decision-Makers

The objective is to unite individuals with diverse backgrounds, perspectives, exper-
tise, and experiences to form a decision-making group. The main idea behind this step
is to ensure that the decision-making process benefits from a wide range of viewpoints
and insights, which can lead to more robust and well-informed decisions. Therefore, it
is essential to manage the group dynamics effectively and ensure everyone’s contribu-
tions are valued and acknowledged. Some key characteristics of forming a heterogeneous
group are diversity, inclusivity, expertise, leadership and facilitation, open communica-
tion, conflict resolution, decision-making methods (e.g., brainstorming, SWOT (Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats), voting, consensus-building), and timeframe and
commitment [35,36].

2.2.2. Defining a Proper Linguistic Term for Evaluation

Defining a proper linguistic term for decision-making process evaluation promotes
clarity, facilitates research and communication, encourages accountability and improve-
ment, and fosters a learning culture and continuous growth in decision-making practices.

In this study, the 2-tuple spherical linguistic term sets (2-TSLTS) proposed by Abdullah
et al. [37] are successfully employed to address uncertain information in a typical decision-
making problem effectively.

Definition 1 ([37]): Let us assume that there is a set of linguistic terms called S = {s1, s2, . . . , sT},
within odd cardinality. Then, the 2-TSLTS on the universe discourse (R) can be represented as the
following equation:

R =
{〈

sµ(r), sη(r), sυ(r)

〉
|r ∈R

}
(1)

where sµ(r), sη(r), sυ(r) all belong to S, and denote the positive, neutral, and negative memberships of
r ∈ R, respectively. In addition, the following condition is satisfied, 3 ≤ µ2(r) + η2(r) + υ2(r) ≤
(1 + τ)2. Following that, the degree of refusal membership for the specific element (r) from the set
R is defined as Sπ(r) = s√

(1+τ)2−(µ2(r)+η2(r)+υ2(r))
.

For the sake of simplicity,
∼
r =

〈(
sµ,

..
a
)
,
(
sη,

..
e
)
,
(
sυ,

..
u
)〉

is called 2-tuple spherical
linguistic number (2-TSLN), in which

(
sµ,

..
a
)
,
(
sη,

..
e
)
,
(
sυ,

..
u
)

are three 2-TSLTS and
..
a,

..
e, and

..
u are in the [−0.5, 0.5).

Definition 2 ([37]): Let us assume that there is a set of linguistic terms calledS = {s1, s2, . . . , sT},
and

∼
r =

〈(
sµ,

..
a
)
,
(
sη,

..
e
)
,
(
sυ,

..
u
)〉

is a TSLN and α, β, γ ∈ [1, τ] are the three numbers showing
the symbolic outcome of aggregation operations. Let us consider that 〈α, β, γ〉 transfers the same
information to

∼
r ; therefore, the α, β, γ can be transferred with each other using the following

equations:

∆ : [1, τ] −→ S× [−0.5, 0.5),



∆(α) =
{

sµ, µ = round(α);
..
a = α− µ,

..
a ∈ [0.5, 0.5)

∆(β) =

{
sη, η = round(β);

..
e = β− η,

..
e ∈ [0.5, 0.5)

∆(γ) =
{

sυ, υ = round(γ);
..
u = γ− υ,

..
u ∈ [0.5, 0.5)

(2)

∆−1 :−→ S× [−0.5, 0.5) −→ [1, τ],


∆−1(sµ,

..
a
)
=

..
a + µ = α

∆−1(sη,
..
e
)
=

..
e + η = β

∆−1(sυ,
..
u
)
=

..
u + υ = γ

(3)
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where τ is the upper limit value in which the value of α, β, γ cannot be higher than τ.

Definition 3 ([37]): Let us assume that
∼
R =

{∼
r i

}
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is a collection of 2-TSLNs

and
∼
r i =

〈(
sµi ,

..
ai
)
,
(
sηi ,

..
ei
)
,
(
sυi ,

..
ui
)〉

. Following that, the corresponding weight of
∼
r i is denoted

as wi, which satisfies the condition that wi ∈ [0, 1](i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and ∑n
i=1 wi. Then, the

2-TSLWA operator is defined according to the following equation:

2− TSLWAw

(∼
r 1,
∼
r 2, . . .

∼
r n

)
=
⊕n

i=1

(
wi
∼
r i

)
= 〈

√√√√√∆

τ2

1−∏n
i=1

1−
∆−1

(
s

µ2
i

..
ai

)
τ2

wi, ∆

τ∏n
i=1

∆−1
(

s
η2

i

..
ei

)
τ

wi, ∆

τ∏n
i=1

∆−1
(

s
υ2

i

..
ui

)
τ

wi〉 (4)

Definition 4 ([27]): Let us assume that
∼
r =

〈(
sµ,

..
a
)
,
(
sη,

..
e
)
,
(
sυ,

..
u
)〉

is a TSLN; the score
function can be computed according to the following equation:

Sc
(∼

r
)
= ∆

√√√√τ2 + ∆−1
(

sµ2 ,
..
a
)
− ∆−1

(
sη2 ,

..
e
)
− ∆−1(sυ2 ,

..
u
)

9
(5)

2.2.3. Constructing a 2-Tuple Spherical Linguistic Matrix in the Context of Regret Theory

This step is conducted in the context of regret theory. Regret theory [38] is a behavioral
decision theory that considers the impact of bounded rationality on individuals’ decision-
making processes. Due to cognitive limitations, people may only sometimes be able to fully
explore and evaluate all available options before deciding. Consequently, when the chosen
alternative turns out to be worse than the other options that they could have selected,
decision-makers tend to experience feelings of regret for their choice.

To provide clearer and concise definitions for key technical terms to facilitate a quicker
understanding for readers, a 2-TSLTS is a specialized linguistic framework used for express-
ing subjective opinions, preferences, or assessments [39,40]. It consists of two components:
a linguistic term, which conveys qualitative information (e.g., “high”, “low”, “favorable”),
and a numerical value, which quantifies the degree associated with the linguistic term. This
approach combines linguistic expressions with numeric values to enable a more nuanced
and precise representation of qualitative data in decision-making. A 2-TSLN is a mathe-
matical representation within the 2-TSLTS framework that combines a linguistic label with
a numerical value. It serves as a powerful tool for capturing and processing subjective
information. For instance, a 2-TSLN might express the concept of “moderate importance”
as “Moderate (0.6)”, where 0.6 quantifies the degree of importance associated with the
linguistic label “Moderate”. This method allows for the incorporation of qualitative judg-
ments into quantitative analyses, enhancing the comprehensiveness of decision-making
processes. By offering these clearer definitions, readers will be better equipped to grasp
the technical nuances of 2-TSLTS and 2-TSLN, ensuring a smoother understanding of the
subsequent sections that utilize these concepts.

Definition 5 ([38]): Let us assume that a is the consequence of selecting contributing factor A ;
thereafter, the utility value (UV) derived from contributing factor A can be calculated using the
following equation:

UV(a) = aθ (6)

where (0 < θ < 1) shows the decision-makers’ risk aversion. In case a decision-maker has a higher
risk aversion, the value of θ should be set to as small a value as possible.

In this context, when considering the two contributing factors, A and B, constructing
the 2-TSLN matrix based on regret theory involves defining the interaction between these
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factors. This matrix helps determine the extent to which they are expected to be influential
in contributing to a specific outcome or response, addressing the question of their respective
levels of influence.

2.2.4. Obtaining the Aggregated 2-Tuple Spherical Influence Matrix

Once constructed, the 2-TSLN matrix based on regret theory comprises single cells,
each containing two sets of numbers. The first set illustrates the influence of row con-
tributing factors, while the second number reflects the impact of column contributing
factors. Using the advantages of definition 6, underlying the context of regret theory, the
aggregation process can be completed.

Definition 6 ([38]): Let us assume there are two consequences of contributing factors (A and B)
as a1 and a2, and the corresponding UVs are UV(a 1) and UV(a2). Following that, the regret-
rejoice value (RV) as an aggregation representation can be defined according to the following
equation:

RV(a1, a2) = 1− e−γ(UV(a1)−UV(a2)) (7)

where γ > 0 denotes the decision-makers’ regret aversion, and UV(a 1)−UV(a 2).

By satisfying the condition, the RV(a1 ,a2) is a respective of RV; otherwise, it indicates
the rejoice value.

2.3. Investigating the Contributions of Influential Factors
2.3.1. Obtaining the Total Direct Influence Matrix

In this step, an advanced version of the DEMATEL method called adaptive DEMATEL
is used as a much more dynamic and iterative approach to overcome the limitations of
traditional DEMATEL when decision-makers’ opinions might not be reliable or consistent
due to various reasons such as cognitive biases. Adaptive DEMATEL can then incorpo-
rate the feedback mechanisms enabling the influence matrix’s refinement through the
iteration process [41,42].

Let us assume that Zk =
[
zij

]
n×n

”, represent the single influential matrix, where “zij” is

RV(a1 ,a2) obtained from Step 2.4. The direct-influence matrix, denoted as
“X =

[
xij
]

n×n”, is normalized as “X = 1
max ∑ n

j=1 aij
× Z”, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In this expres-

sion, Z represents the original direct influence matrix X, and the maximum of the sum ∑ n
j=1 aij

ensures normalization. It is important to note that all elements of matrix X are in the range
[0, 1]. Additionally, “∑n

j=1 xij ≥ 0” or “∑n
j=1 xij ≤ 1”, meaning that the sum of each row in

matrix X is non-negative and no greater than 1. The total direct influence matrix, denoted as
“T =

[
tij
]

n×n”, is determined as “T = X+X2 +X3 + . . .+Xh”. Here, the indirect influence of
factor i over factor j is represented by “tij”. The total direct influence matrix captures the entire
relationship among the contributing factors, incorporating both direct and indirect influences.
As h approaches infinity (“h→ ∞” ), the total direct influence matrix can be formulated as
“T = X(I−X)−1”, where I represents the unit matrix.

After obtaining the total direct influence matrix, the influential relation maps C and R
can be generated. Map C, represented as a row vector “C =

[
∑n

i=1 tij
]

1×n =
[
t.j
]

1×n”, de-
picts the column summation of the total direct influence matrix, illustrating the cumulative
influences received by each factor from other factors. Put simply, C captures the impacts
each factor receives from other factors, whether directly or indirectly.

Similarly, map R, denoted as a column vector “R =
[
∑n

i=1 tij
]

n×1 = [ti.]n×1”, repre-
sents the row summation of the total direct influence matrix, showcasing the collective
influences dispatched by each factor to other factors, either directly or indirectly.

2.3.2. Producing the Influential Relation Map

The sum of R and C, denoted as “R + C”, is referred to as “Prominence/Influence
Power”. This represents the relative importance of each contributing factor in terms of the
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influences it receives from itself and other factors. Similarly, the difference between R and
C, denoted as “R− C” is referred to as “Relation/Dependency”. The Relation is obtained
for the vertical axis and highlights the net effect of each factor. The influential relation map
is then created using the scores of “R + C” and “R− C”.

2.3.3. Analyzing and Interpreting the Results from the Influential Relation Map

This influential relation map, tailored to any domain, constitutes a valuable tool for
decision-makers to make informed decisions and improve the system over time. It offers
specific insights into the interconnections among various factors, helping identify contribut-
ing factors categorized into distinct classes based on their location in the diagram [43,44].
Zone 1: Critical Factors (Givers); critical factors significantly influence other elements
within the system. These factors hold a central position and have a crucial impact on the
system’s overall functioning. Zone 2: Driving Factors (Autonomous Givers); the driving
factors in this zone exhibit a high level of autonomy and substantially influence other
aspects. They play a proactive role in shaping the behavior and outcomes of the system.
Zone 3: Autonomous Receivers (Independent Factors); factors situated in this zone receive
influences from other elements in the system but have a relatively lower degree of leverage
on different factors. They can act independently within the system. Zone 4: Impact Factors
(Receivers); impact factors in this zone are subject to influence from other elements within
the system but cannot be directly improved. It is essential to recognize that these factors
cannot be instantly enhanced due to the influence they receive from other elements. It
should be added that a system in this context “is a network of interconnected elements that
work together to achieve specific objectives” [45–47].

In the upcoming section, as a practical illustration of the study, the focus of the system
(UK) is established to be the development of the UK’s sustainable strategy.

3. Application of Study

This section presents a case study focusing on the emerging role of hydrogen as a
sustainable energy source in the UK and exploring the potential challenges and oppor-
tunities presented in achieving the SDGs while emphasizing safety and risk mitigation.
Figure 3 illustrates the existing hydrogen net-zero investment leading to the UK’s net-zero
UK target of 2050 [48,49]. In the following subsections, the details of each step are given for
the defined case study.

3.1. Defining the Objective, Identifying All Contributing Factors

This study aims to explore and propose a synergistic integration of the hydrogen
energy economy with the UK’s SDGs. The primary focus is on developing a comprehensive
and holistic approach to enhancing safety and risk mitigation within the hydrogen energy
sector, considering the potential hazards and challenges associated with its implementation.

The synergistic integration of a hydrogen-based energy economy with the UK’s SDGs
could represent a strategic approach to address climate change and sustainable devel-
opment challenges, contributing to a more sustainable and secure energy future for the
nation and the world. The critical aspects of this integration in the context of sustainable
development are as follows:

Climate Action (SDG 13)A: Hydrogen is considered a low-carbon energy carrier when
produced using renewable energy sources or carbon capture and storage technologies. The
UK can reduce its greenhouse gas emissions and contribute to mitigating climate change,
aligning with SDG 13.

Clean Energy Access (SDG 7): Hydrogen can provide a clean and reliable energy
source for communities and industries. Integrating hydrogen into the energy mix can
enhance energy access while reducing the reliance on fossil fuels, aligning with SDG 7’s
goal of ensuring access to affordable, reliable, sustainable, and modern energy for all.

Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure (SDG 9): Developing a hydrogen-based
economy requires significant infrastructure and technological innovation investments, and
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by promoting research and development in this area, the UK can contribute to SDG 9,
which focuses on building resilient infrastructure.

Responsible Consumption and Production (SDG 12): Hydrogen production should be
carried out responsibly and sustainably, ensuring efficient use of resources and minimizing
environmental impacts. Integrating hydrogen into the energy economy can support SDG
12’s aim of promoting responsible consumption and production patterns.

Sustainable Cities and Communities (SDG 11): Hydrogen can achieve sustainable
urbanization by delivering clean and efficient energy solutions for cities and communities.
The integration of hydrogen technologies in public transportation, buildings, and other
urban systems can contribute to SDG 11, focusing on creating inclusive, safe, resilient, and
sustainable cities and communities.

Clean Water and Sanitation (SDG 6): Hydrogen production processes should be
mindful of water usage, especially in electrolysis-based methods. A sustainable approach to
hydrogen production can support SDG 6’s goal of ensuring the availability and sustainable
management of water and sanitation for all.

Affordable and Clean Energy (SDG 7): Hydrogen can provide an affordable and clean
energy source when produced and utilized efficiently. Its integration can help advance
SDG 7’s target of ensuring access to affordable, reliable, sustainable, and modern energy.

Partnerships for the Goals (SDG 17): Achieving a successful integration of hydrogen-
based energy with the UK’s SDGs requires collaborative efforts among various stakeholders,
including governments, industry, academia, and society. SDG 17 focuses on strengthening
global partnerships to achieve sustainable development, and cooperation in promoting
hydrogen energy aligns with this goal.
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There are more factors, and by incorporating safety and risk mitigation considerations
at every stage of the hydrogen value chain, the UK can ensure a secure and sustainable
integration of hydrogen-based energy while achieving its SDGs. Safety should remain a
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top priority, and continuous improvement in safety practices and protocols will be vital for
successfully developing the hydrogen energy economy. Some critical considerations for
Enhancing Safety and Risk Mitigation (ESRM) are as follows:

Robust Regulatory Framework (ESRM 1): Establishing a comprehensive regulatory
framework that governs the safe handling, transportation, and use of hydrogen is essential.
This framework should be developed in consultation with experts, industry stakeholders,
and relevant authorities to ensure it addresses all safety aspects effectively.

Risk Assessment and Management (ESRM 2): Conducting thorough risk assessments
at each stage of the hydrogen value chain is critical. Identifying potential hazards and
vulnerabilities will allow for implementing appropriate risk management strategies and
safety measures to minimize or eliminate risks.

Safety Standards and Codes (ESRM 3): Developing and adhering to standards and
codes specific to hydrogen technologies will help maintain high safety and consistency
across the industry. These standards should cover hydrogen production, storage, trans-
portation, and end-use applications.

Training and Awareness (ESRM 4): Providing adequate training and awareness pro-
grams for personnel involved in the hydrogen industry is vital. This includes educating
workers, emergency responders, and the public about hydrogen safety, proper handling
procedures, and emergency protocols.

Infrastructure Safety (ESRM 5): Ensuring that infrastructure, such as hydrogen storage
facilities and refueling stations, meets safety standards is essential. Regular inspections and
maintenance should be conducted to prevent potential leaks, ruptures, or other safety risks.

Integrated Safety Measures (ESRM 6): Taking an integrated approach to safety, which
considers all aspects of the hydrogen energy system, is crucial. This includes safety mea-
sures for hydrogen production, distribution, transportation, and use in various sectors,
such as transportation, industry, and power generation.

Incident Reporting and Learning (ESRM 7): Establishing a transparent system for
reporting and investigating hydrogen-related incidents is essential for continuous improve-
ment. Learning from past incidents and sharing knowledge across the industry can help
prevent similar occurrences in the future.

Public Engagement and Communication (ESRM 8): Engaging with the public and
communicating transparently about hydrogen safety is crucial for building trust and
acceptance. Public perception and awareness can significantly influence the successful
integration of hydrogen energy in the UK.

Research and Innovation (ESRM 9): Continued research and innovation in hydrogen
technologies can lead to the development of safer and more efficient systems. Investing in
R&D for safety-enhancing technologies and materials is essential to reduce potential risks.

Emergency Response Planning (ESRM 10): Developing comprehensive plans specific
to hydrogen-related incidents is vital. These plans should involve coordination between
relevant authorities, industry stakeholders, and emergency responders to ensure a swift
and effective response in case of emergencies.

There may be ongoing arguments regarding including additional parameters in both
sustainability developments and safety matters. However, this study has focused solely on
the contributing factors mentioned earlier.

3.2. Aggregating Subjective Input from a Group of Decision-Makers
3.2.1. Creating a Heterogeneous Group of Decision-Makers

Creating a heterogeneous group of decision-makers in this step involves assembling a
diverse team with varied backgrounds, perspectives, and expertise. Start by defining the
decision’s scope and identifying the required knowledge and skills. Reach beyond the usual
network to include individuals from different industries, cultures, genders, and experiences.
Foster an inclusive environment that encourages open communication, active participation,
and constructive criticism. Utilize brainstorming and group exercises to generate creative
solutions and new viewpoints. Address conflicts with a resolution process and be aware of
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cultural differences in communication and decision-making styles. Evaluate the process
afterwards and learn from the experience to improve future decisions. Ultimately, this
approach leads to more innovative solutions, better problem-solving, and a team dynamic
that values and embraces diversity.

Five decision-makers with diverse educational backgrounds and varying experience
levels were invited to participate in the present research. To simplify the analysis, it is
assumed that all participating decision-makers’ importance weights were equal in con-
tributing to the well-developed adoptive DEMATEL method.

3.2.2. Defining a Proper Linguistic Term for Evaluation

In this step, it is assumed that the five individual decision-makers are invited to
give their evaluations regarding the problem, and they are noted as DM =
{DM1, DM2, DM3, DM4, DM5}. The group includes professional engineers and academic
staff working in upper first-class technology. As was mentioned earlier, the importance
weights of all five employed DM are assumed to be equal, i.e., λ = (0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2).
The group of DMs considers and utilizes the following linguistic terms to describe the
influential impact of contributing factors in the case study.

S = {s0 = No influence, s1 = Very Low influence, s2 = Low influence, s3 = Moderate influence,
s4 = High influence, s5 = Very High influence}

For the sake of simplicity, for those contributing factors, where there are no interrela-
tionships, it is assumed that s0 = No influence is equal to zero.

3.2.3. Constructing a 2-Tuple Spherical Linguistic Matrix in the Context of Regret Theory

At first, the DMs are requested to provide their evaluation regarding the influence of
contributing factors under the environment of 2-TSLNs. As a result, the corresponding
matrices generated from DM.1 are presented in Table 1, and for the rest of the DMs the
matrices will be provided upon request.

3.2.4. Obtaining the Aggregated 2-Tuple Spherical Influence Matrix

To begin, it is essential to emphasize that based on experiments conducted in the
existing literature, a recommended value for θ is 0.88, while a value of 0.3 is suggested for
γ. These values have been derived from thorough investigations and analyses within the
research field [50,51].

Utilizing Equation (5), the ensemble of 2-TSLNs can be consolidated, taking into ac-
count the UV value derived from DM risk aversion (as indicated in Equation (6)). Moreover,
this aggregation process can be extended by incorporating Equation (7) to address the
concept of regret aversion.

To illustrate, when examining the interactions between two contributing factors,
denoted as A and B, the resulting 2-TPLNs can be exemplified as follows:

DM1 : 〈(s4, 0), (s3, 0), (s3, 0)〉,
DM2 : 〈(s2, 0), (s3, 0), (s1, 0)〉,
DM1 : 〈(s2, 0), (s3, 0), (s4, 0)〉,
DM1 : 〈(s3, 0), (s3, 0), (s4, 0)〉, and
DM1 : 〈(s2, 0), (s3, 0), (s4, 0)〉.
Utilizing Equation (5) while taking into account the equal importance weights of the

employed DMs, the normalization can be attained as outlined below:
= 〈(s2, 0.464), (s3, 0), (s4, 0.482)〉, and followed by:
= 〈(s2, 0.464), (s3, 0), (s4, 0.482)〉.
By contrasting with the two ideal points (UVs), the Relative Value (RV) is subsequently

calculated using Equation (7) as −0.128. This value signifies the interrelationship and
causality between contributing factors A and B.
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Table 2 illustrates the aggregated matrix formulated by the decision makers (DMs)
within the framework of regret theory. Elaborate computations are expounded upon in
request.

3.3. Investigating the Contributions of Influential Factors
3.3.1. Obtaining the Total Direct Influence Matrix

The process of obtaining the total direct influence matrix in DEMATEL involves defin-
ing a problem and identifying relevant variables, creating a causal relationship graph with
nodes and arrows representing influences, conducting pairwise comparisons to determine
influence strengths, calculating the total result for each variable by summing incoming and
outgoing influences, normalizing these values, interpreting their significance, constructing
a square total direct influence matrix, and further analyzing to identify key variables and
system dynamics. Thus, the total direct influence matrix is presented in Table 3.

3.3.2. Producing the Influential Relation Map

Creating an influential relation map within the DEMATEL framework begins by iden-
tifying and charting pertinent variables on a causal relationship diagram. Subsequently,
constructing the influential relation map entails positioning variables based on their sig-
nificance, stratifying stronger influences into distinct zones. The map is then finessed
to enhance clarity and facilitate the visual communication of intricate cause-and-effect
dynamics, leveraging specialized software tools for streamlined visualization. The resul-
tant depiction effectively conveys the relative importance of each factor by accounting for
self-influences and external contributions. Figure 4 illustrates the produced influential
relation map based on the Prominence and Relation values.
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Table 1. The 2-TSLNs matrices derived from the employed group of DMs: DM.1.

SDG 13 SDG 7 SDG 9 SDG 12 SDG 11 SDG 6 SDG 7 SDG 17 ESRM 1 ESRM 2 ESRM 3 ESRM 4 ESRM 5 ESRM 6 ESRM 7 ESRM 8 ESRM 9 ESRM
10

SDG 13 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO L L L L L L L L L L

SDG 7 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO L L L L L L L L L L

SDG 9 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO L L L L L L L L L L

SDG 12 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO L L L L L L L L L L

SDG 11 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO L L L L L L L L L L

SDG 6 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO L L L L L L L L L L

SDG 7 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO L L L L L L L L L L

SDG 17 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO L L L L L L L L L L

ESRM 1 M M M H M H H M M H M H H H H H M H

ESRM 2 H H M L H H H M H VH M VH H VH H H VH H

ESRM 3 M M M M M M M M H H H M M H M H M M

ESRM 4 VH VH VH VH VH VH VH VH VH VH VH H VH VH H VH VH M

ESRM 5 M H M M H M M H H M H H M H H M H H

ESRM 6 M H VH L L H H H L H H L H H L H H H

ESRM 7 VL VL L VL L VL VL VL L VL VL L VL VL L VL VL VL

ESRM 8 L M L M L M M M H M H H M H H M M H

ESRM 9 M H M H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H

ESRM
10 L L VL M L M M L L M L L M L L M H H
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Table 2. The aggregated 2-tuple spherical influence matrix.

SDG 13 SDG 7 SDG 9 SDG 12 SDG 11 SDG 6 SDG 7 SDG 17 ESRM 1 ESRM 2 ESRM 3 ESRM 4 ESRM 5 ESRM 6 ESRM 7 ESRM 8 ESRM 9 ESRM
10

SDG 13 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0573

SDG 7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0152 −0.0573 −0.0152 0.0169 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0573

SDG 9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 −0.0573 0.0911 −0.0152 0.0270 0.0839 0.0169 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.2093

SDG 12 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 −0.0573 −0.0590 0.0418 0.0911 −0.0405 −0.0573 −0.0573 −0.2093 −0.0128 −0.1108

SDG 11 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0169 0.0255 −0.5195 −0.2215 −0.2811 −0.0405 −0.0128 −0.1754 −0.1647 −0.2627

SDG 6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 −0.1012 −0.0887 −0.1546 −0.0887 −0.3386 −0.2205 −0.2181 −0.2093 −0.2627 −0.3274

SDG 7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 −0.2117 −0.2406 −0.1885 −0.2627 −0.1843 0.0871 −0.3065 −0.3274 −0.1108 −0.2442

SDG 17 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 −0.0700 −0.0317 −0.0944 −0.3712 −0.2181 −0.0359 −0.0862 −0.0899 −0.1439 −0.2093 −0.2627

ESRM 1 0.3209 −0.1686 −0.2093 −0.1691 −0.1686 −0.3673 −0.5366 −0.0128 −0.1617 −0.0206 −0.1889 −0.1715 −0.0405 −0.1108 −0.0104 −0.1029 −0.1157 0.0000

ESRM 2 0.0000 0.0828 −0.0573 −0.1996 −0.0017 −0.0065 −0.0527 0.1317 0.0342 −0.0452 0.0174 −0.1166 0.1060 −0.0323 −0.1691 0.2313 −0.0172 −0.0493

ESRM 3 0.0422 0.0333 0.1686 −0.0599 0.0405 −0.1799 −0.1775 −0.2489 −0.3137 −0.3377 −0.0222 −0.0192 0.0120 −0.0032 −0.2249 −0.0877 −0.0406 −0.1021

ESRM 4 −0.0138 0.2334 0.2129 0.0884 0.1375 −0.0517 0.0498 0.0811 −0.1563 0.2999 0.0016 0.0304 0.2228 −0.0452 0.0248 −0.2218 −0.1599 −0.0510

ESRM 5 −0.1771 −0.2545 −0.1181 0.0535 −0.2093 −0.1598 −0.0647 0.0375 −0.0206 −0.0153 −0.0001 −0.0262 −0.0688 −0.2078 −0.1285 −0.0623 0.0990 0.1745

ESRM 6 0.0407 −0.1044 −0.1371 0.0192 −0.0144 −0.1555 −0.1285 0.1149 −0.0438 0.1535 0.1891 −0.1603 0.1171 0.0145 0.0584 0.2508 0.0303 0.0000

ESRM 7 0.1023 −0.5182 −0.4723 −0.3592 −0.2658 −0.3163 −0.3777 −0.5511 −0.0949 −0.1644 −0.4988 −0.1940 −0.1984 −0.4040 −0.2817 −0.5940 −0.4186 0.0000

ESRM 8 0.0742 0.0212 −0.0785 −0.2285 −0.4077 0.1836 −0.0638 −0.0830 −0.0012 −0.0096 −0.3274 −0.1691 −0.2331 −0.3362 0.0422 −0.0089 −0.0510 0.0000

ESRM 9 0.0407 −0.0510 0.0828 0.1132 0.0446 −0.1715 −0.0493 −0.0534 −0.1514 0.0263 0.0232 −0.1181 −0.1691 −0.1181 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

ESRM
10 0.0000 0.0422 −0.1320 0.0000 −0.1181 0.0000 −0.0510 −0.0735 −0.0438 0.0303 0.0742 0.0000 0.0407 0.0742 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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Table 3. The total direct influence matrix.

SDG 13 SDG 7 SDG 9 SDG 12 SDG 11 SDG 6 SDG 7 SDG 17 ESRM 1 ESRM 2 ESRM 3 ESRM 4 ESRM 5 ESRM 6 ESRM 7 ESRM 8 ESRM 9 ESRM
10

SDG 13 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0027 0.0027 0.0027 0.0027 0.0027 0.0027 0.0027 0.0027 0.0027 0.0027

SDG 7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0027 0.0027 0.0007 0.0027 0.0007 −0.0008 0.0027 0.0027 0.0027 0.0027

SDG 9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0027 −0.0043 0.0007 −0.0013 −0.0040 −0.0008 0.0027 0.0027 0.0027 0.0099

SDG 12 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0027 0.0028 −0.0020 −0.0043 0.0019 0.0027 0.0027 0.0099 0.0006 0.0053

SDG 11 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 −0.0008 −0.0012 0.0247 0.0105 0.0133 0.0019 0.0006 0.0083 0.0078 0.0125

SDG 6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0048 0.0042 0.0073 0.0042 0.0161 0.0105 0.0104 0.0099 0.0125 0.0155

SDG 7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0101 0.0114 0.0090 0.0125 0.0088 −0.0041 0.0146 0.0155 0.0053 0.0116

SDG 17 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0033 0.0015 0.0045 0.0176 0.0104 0.0017 0.0041 0.0043 0.0068 0.0099 0.0125

ESRM 1 −0.0152 0.0080 0.0099 0.0080 0.0080 0.0174 0.0255 0.0006 0.0077 0.0010 0.0090 0.0081 0.0019 0.0053 0.0005 0.0049 0.0055 0.0000

ESRM 2 0.0000 −0.0039 0.0027 0.0095 0.0001 0.0003 0.0025 −0.0063 −0.0016 0.0021 −0.0008 0.0055 −0.0050 0.0015 0.0080 −0.0110 0.0008 0.0023

ESRM 3 −0.0020 −0.0016 −0.0080 0.0028 −0.0019 0.0085 0.0084 0.0118 0.0149 0.0160 0.0011 0.0009 −0.0006 0.0002 0.0107 0.0042 0.0019 0.0048

ESRM 4 0.0007 −0.0111 −0.0101 −0.0042 −0.0065 0.0025 −0.0024 −0.0039 0.0074 −0.0142 −0.0001 −0.0014 −0.0106 0.0021 −0.0012 0.0105 0.0076 0.0024

ESRM 5 0.0084 0.0121 0.0056 −0.0025 0.0099 0.0076 0.0031 −0.0018 0.0010 0.0007 0.0000 0.0012 0.0033 0.0099 0.0061 0.0030 −0.0047 −0.0083

ESRM 6 −0.0019 0.0050 0.0065 −0.0009 0.0007 0.0074 0.0061 −0.0055 0.0021 −0.0073 −0.0090 0.0076 −0.0056 −0.0007 −0.0028 −0.0119 −0.0014 0.0000

ESRM 7 −0.0049 0.0246 0.0224 0.0171 0.0126 0.0150 0.0179 0.0262 0.0045 0.0078 0.0237 0.0092 0.0094 0.0192 0.0134 0.0282 0.0199 0.0000

ESRM 8 −0.0035 −0.0010 0.0037 0.0109 0.0194 −0.0087 0.0030 0.0039 0.0001 0.0005 0.0155 0.0080 0.0111 0.0160 −0.0020 0.0004 0.0024 0.0000

ESRM 9 −0.0019 0.0024 −0.0039 −0.0054 −0.0021 0.0081 0.0023 0.0025 0.0072 −0.0012 −0.0011 0.0056 0.0080 0.0056 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

ESRM
10 0.0000 −0.0020 0.0063 0.0000 0.0056 0.0000 0.0024 0.0035 0.0021 −0.0014 −0.0035 0.0000 −0.0019 −0.0035 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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3.3.3. Analyzing and Interpreting the Results from the Influential Relation Map

The table presented in this section offers a comprehensive view of the significance and
interconnections among SDGs and ESRM factors. The “Prominence (R+C)” values within
the table indicate the overall importance of each category, shedding light on their respective
contributions to the broader sustainability landscape. Meanwhile, the “Relation (R−C)”
values provide insights into the dynamic between the “R Sum” and “C Sum” components,
helping to discern which aspect exerts a stronger influence. This analytical framework
proves invaluable for informed decision-making processes pertaining to sustainability,
safety, and risk management, empowering stakeholders to effectively prioritize their efforts
and allocate resources across these diverse yet interconnected factors.

The results include several SDGs associated with specific numerical values that reflect
their influence and prominence. The following observations can be made:

SDG 13 (Climate Action): This category has a positive “R Sum” of 0.0289 and a negative
“C Sum” of −0.0223. The “Prominence (R+C)” is 0.0066, indicating a relatively low overall
prominence. The “Relation (R−C)” value is 0.0512, suggesting that the “R Sum” outweighs
the “C Sum”.

SDG 7 (Clean Energy Access): This category has a positive “R Sum” of 0.0211 and a
positive “C Sum” of 0.0348. The “Prominence (R+C)” is 0.0559, indicating a moderate level
of prominence. The “Relation (R−C)” value is −0.0136, suggesting that the “C Sum” has a
slightly more substantial influence.

SDG 9 (Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure): Within this category, the “R Sum” is
calculated at 0.0125, and the “C Sum” stands at 0.0374, yielding a combined “Prominence
(R+C)” score of 0.0498. This suggests a moderate level of prominence for SDG 9. Notably,
the “Relation (R−C)” value is −0.0249, indicating a slightly stronger influence from the
“C Sum” component.

Similarly, the ESRM categories are associated with numerical values that reflect their
prominence and relationships:

ESRM 1 (Robust Regulatory Framework): This category has a positive “R Sum” of
0.1133 and a positive “C Sum” of 0.0771. The “Prominence (R+C)” is 0.1904, indicating
a relatively high prominence. The “Relation (R−C)” value is 0.0362, showing that the
“R Sum” has a slightly stronger influence.

ESRM 2 (Risk Assessment and Management): This category has a positive “R Sum” of
0.0075 and a positive “C Sum” of 0.0284. The “Prominence (R+C)” is 0.0359, suggesting a
relatively low overall prominence. The “Relation (R−C)” value is −0.0209, indicating that
the “C Sum” has a slightly more substantial influence.

Similar analyses have been conducted for the remaining ESRMs.
To provide a deeper understanding of the obtained dataset’s dynamics and implica-

tions, it should be noted that ESRM 7 has the highest “R Sum” value of 0.2829, indicating a
strong positive influence within the ESRM factors. This suggests that this factor is promi-
nent in terms of the metrics involved in the “R Sum” calculation. ESRM 4 has the lowest
“R Sum” value of −0.0328, suggesting a relatively limited positive influence or even a
negative impact. This could imply that this factor may not be as effective in driving the
metrics contributing to the “R Sum”. ESRM 3 has the highest “C Sum” value of 0.1015,
indicating a substantial positive contribution in the context of “C Sum” metrics. This
suggests that the metrics associated with this factor collectively drive the positive influence.
ESRM 2 has the lowest “C Sum” value of 0.0284, indicating a relatively lower positive
contribution in the context of “C Sum” metrics. This could imply that this factor might
have a lesser positive impact on the metrics contributing to the “C Sum”.

ESRM 7 has the highest “Prominence (R+C)” value of 0.3608, signifying its overall
prominence when both “R Sum” and “C Sum” metrics are combined. This suggests
that ESRM 7 has a significant influence across multiple aspects. ESRM 2 has the lowest
“Prominence (R+C)” value of 0.0359, implying a relatively lower overall prominence in
the obtained dataset. The combined influence of its “R Sum” and “C Sum” metrics is
comparatively modest. ESRM 7 has the highest “Relation (R−C)” value of 0.2052, indicating
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that its “R Sum” significantly outweighs its “C Sum”. This suggests a strong positive
influence, specifically from its “R Sum”. ESRM 4 has the lowest “Relation (R−C)” value
of −0.1203, implying that its “C Sum” has substantially more influence compared to its
“R Sum”. This could suggest that ESRM 4’s “R Sum” values are weaker than its “C Sum”.

3.4. Implications and Considerations

ESRM 7 (Incident Reporting and Learning) stands out across all metrics, indicat-
ing its strong influence and prominence. ESRM 2 (Risk Assessment and Management)
has relatively lower values across metrics, suggesting potential areas for improvement.
Decision-makers can prioritize ESRM 7 for further development due to its high influence.
ESRM 2 might benefit from targeted efforts to strengthen its influence within the obtained
dataset.

Interpretations are based on provided values, and the meaning of these metrics could
vary depending on the specific criteria used for calculations. This thorough analysis pro-
vides an in-depth understanding of the obtained dataset’s dynamics, highlighting ESRM 7
as the most influential factor and ESRM 2 as relatively less effective. Such insights are valu-
able for informed decision-making, allowing stakeholders to allocate resources effectively
and enhance the prominence of specific elements within SDGs and Environmental, Social,
and Risk Management.

4. Results

In this section, a sensitivity analysis (SA) is conducted by selecting a range of gamma
values (0.1, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9) that span the spectrum between zero and one. While these
specific gamma values were chosen to provide a diverse set of scenarios, their selection
was not based on specific underlying factors or considerations but rather aimed to ex-
plore a wide range of possibilities. The significance of the SA becomes paramount when
contemplating integrating hydrogen energy into sustainable development, as it systemati-
cally examines how fluctuations in input parameters ripple through results. This analysis
unveils pivotal factors that mold system performance, safety, and sustainability within
the hydrogen energy domain by pinpointing vulnerabilities, guiding decisions, and illu-
minating trade-offs. SA is vital in optimizing resource allocation, managing risks, and
enabling adaptive planning, fostering system robustness, addressing public concerns, and
ensuring alignment with evolving regulatory frameworks. As an ongoing enhancement
tool, SA empowers stakeholders to make informed and effective choices, harmonizing
with the intricate dynamics of hydrogen energy systems and contributing to fulfilling
long-term SDGs.

The outcomes of the SA have been visually depicted in Figure 5. Upon close ex-
amination of Figure 5, a discernible shift becomes apparent within the category (zone)
classifications of SDG 6, SDG 7, ESRM 1, ESRM 3, and ESRM 8. Previously regarded as
independent factors, these categories have transformed into impactful ones. This intrigu-
ing observation suggests that variations in regret-rejoice values partially influence the
input variables.

To put it briefly, the results underscore that manipulating the gamma value from 0.1 to
0.5 induces a noteworthy alteration in the categorization zone associated with contributing
factors. This underscores the paramount significance of accurately selecting the gamma
value. This finding highlights the imperative nature of meticulous value selection in
shaping the resulting zone of contributing factors. It emphasizes the dynamic interplay
between parameter values and their consequential effects on factor categorizations. This
insight reveals the intricate interrelationships that govern the SA process, offering a deeper
understanding of a notable positive impact within its category of the nuanced mechanisms
that govern variable interdependencies and their impact on the overall outcome.
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5. Discussion

The results and discussion sections not only provide valuable insights into the SA
conducted to assess the varying impact of different gamma values (0.1, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9)
on hydrogen energy and sustainable development outcomes but also explore the practical
value and potential applications of these findings in various management scenarios.

Significance of SA and Its Practical Value: This section begins by emphasizing the
SA’s critical significance in integrating hydrogen energy into sustainable development.
It is a systematic approach to understanding how changes in input parameters, such as
the selection of different Γ values, influence the performance, safety, and sustainability of
hydrogen energy systems. Beyond this, the practical value of the SA becomes evident as it
is positioned as an indispensable tool for real-world decision-making.

Resource Allocation and Risk Management: A central point of discussion is how the
SA plays a pivotal role in optimizing resource allocation and managing risks. By identifying
the key factors that impact the system’s performance, stakeholders are empowered to make
informed choices. This, in turn, allows for more efficient resource allocation and mitigating
potential risks associated with hydrogen energy projects. The practical implications of
these insights are far-reaching, as they enable more precise and effective management of
hydrogen energy initiatives.

System Robustness and Regulatory Alignment: The discussion further highlights the
SA’s role in fostering system robustness and ensuring alignment with evolving regulatory
frameworks. This dimension of the SA is particularly pertinent, as it contributes to building
resilient hydrogen energy systems that meet regulatory requirements and address public
concerns. In essence, the SA supports creating systems that are compliant and responsive
to societal expectations.

Practical Applications in Other Scenarios: Beyond the immediate context of hydrogen
energy, the SA methodology employed here holds significant potential for application in
various other management scenarios. Whether in renewable energy projects, infrastructure
development, or environmental management, the insights gained from this SA can be
adapted to optimize resource allocation, manage risks, and enhance decision-making. By
exploring these potential applications, this discussion broadens the horizons of the SA’s
utility beyond the present study.

Deeper Understanding and Future Applications: The SA results provide a deeper
understanding of the intricate interrelationships governing variable dependencies. This
knowledge can be leveraged in future applications, helping decision-makers anticipate and
respond to complex interdependencies across various scenarios.

In sum, the results and discussion sections comprehensively analyze the SA conducted
on gamma values in the context of hydrogen energy and sustainable development and
highlight its practical implications. SA is a powerful tool for enhancing decision-making,
optimizing resource allocation, and managing risks. Moreover, the dynamic nature of
parameter values and their effects on system performance and factor categorizations
suggest that this methodology has far-reaching applicability, offering valuable insights
across various management scenarios.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

In this comprehensive study, the integration of hydrogen-based energy systems with
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in the context of the United Kingdom has been
meticulously examined, with a specific focus on fortifying safety and risk mitigation within
the hydrogen energy sector. This harmonious fusion of hydrogen technologies with the
UK’s SDGs presents a strategic pathway to address the pressing challenges of climate
change and sustainable development. By incorporating hydrogen solutions across various
sectors while ensuring stringent safety measures, the UK can forge a more sustainable and
secure energy future for itself and its global responsibilities.

Hydrogen energy integration with the SDGs has profound implications for advanc-
ing sustainability across critical domains. Primarily, in alignment with SDG 13 (Climate
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Action), adopting hydrogen as a low-carbon energy carrier can significantly curtail green-
house gas emissions, substantially contributing to the global fight against climate change.
Concurrently, incorporating hydrogen solutions aligns with SDG 7 (Clean Energy Ac-
cess), offering cleaner, more reliable energy sources that reduce reliance on fossil fuels
and enhance energy accessibility for all segments of society. Embracing hydrogen-based
energy technologies also resonates with SDG 9 (Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure)
by catalyzing substantial investments in infrastructure and technological innovation. This
transformative approach extends its positive impact to SDG 12 (Responsible Consumption
and Production) by emphasizing sustainable and efficient resource utilization, and SDG 11
(Sustainable Cities and Communities) by offering clean energy solutions for urbanization,
promoting the development of resilient and inclusive cities. The link between hydrogen
energy and SDG 6 (Clean Water and Sanitation) is accentuated by the imperative for envi-
ronmentally conscious hydrogen production processes that minimize water consumption,
ensuring responsible water resource management. The realization of affordable and clean
energy, as envisaged by SDG 7, is further propelled through the widespread adoption of
hydrogen-based energy systems.

The principle of collaboration and partnership is central to the successful integration
of hydrogen energy with the UK’s SDGs, as underscored by SDG 17 (Partnerships for the
Goals). Achieving a harmonious and impactful synergy necessitates active engagement
from various stakeholders, including governments, industry players, academia, and society,
who must collectively work toward a shared vision of sustainable development.

Moreover, this study underscores the importance of safety and risk mitigation through-
out the integration process. The UK can ensure the secure implementation of hydrogen
energy systems by adhering to a robust regulatory framework, conducting thorough risk
assessments, upholding safety standards, providing comprehensive training, and establish-
ing incident response mechanisms. A proactive approach to safety safeguards communities’
well-being and fosters public trust and confidence, which are essential elements for suc-
cessfully adopting this transformative energy source.

Integrating the hydrogen energy economy with the UK’s SDGs holds immense promise
for addressing critical global challenges while nurturing a sustainable and secure energy
future. This study highlights that safety is both a technical imperative and a fundamental en-
abler of successful integration. A proactive, multi-pronged approach to safety enhancement
ensures that the potential benefits of hydrogen energy can be harnessed while minimizing
risks to human life, the environment, and infrastructure. By placing safety at the forefront,
as demonstrated in this study through initiatives like Public Engagement and Communica-
tion (ESRM 8), the UK can achieve its ambitious energy goals and uphold its commitment
to sustainable development and the well-being of its citizens.

In this comprehensive study, we have meticulously examined the integration of
hydrogen-based energy systems with the SDGs in the context of the UK, with a spe-
cific focus on fortifying safety and risk mitigation within the hydrogen energy sector. This
harmonious fusion of hydrogen technologies with the UK’s SDGs presents a strategic
pathway to address the pressing challenges of climate change and sustainable development.
However, it is essential to recognize that while this integration offers immense promise, it
has limitations and must consider future directions for further enhancement.

Limitations:

• Technological challenges: The widespread adoption of hydrogen-based energy sys-
tems necessitates technological advancements, such as more efficient and cost-effective
hydrogen production methods and reliable storage solutions. These technical hurdles
may require significant research and development investments.

• Infrastructure investment: Integrating hydrogen into various sectors requires sub-
stantial infrastructure development, including hydrogen production facilities, trans-
portation networks, and refueling stations. The financial and logistical challenges
associated with this infrastructure development are significant.
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• Resource constraints: Hydrogen production often relies on natural gas reforming
or electrolysis, which have resource and environmental constraints. For instance,
the availability of clean water for electrolysis is a critical concern in regions facing
water scarcity.

• Safety risks: While safety measures are crucial, it is essential to acknowledge that
hydrogen, as a highly flammable gas, poses inherent safety risks. Addressing these
risks requires continuous vigilance, investment in safety technologies, and adherence
to rigorous safety standards.

Futured:

• Technological advancements: Continued research and innovation are needed to make
hydrogen production more sustainable and cost-efficient. This includes exploring new
methods for green hydrogen production, such as renewable-powered electrolysis or
biomass conversion.

• Infrastructure expansion: Governments and private sectors must collaborate to acceler-
ate the development of a comprehensive hydrogen infrastructure, including pipelines,
transportation, and storage facilities. This expansion should be guided by a long-term
vision to ensure scalability.

• Global collaboration: Hydrogen integration should extend beyond national bound-
aries. International collaboration and partnerships can facilitate the exchange of
knowledge, resources, and best practices, contributing to a global transition towards
sustainable hydrogen-based systems.

• Environmental sustainability: Future research and development efforts should priori-
tize environmentally conscious hydrogen production methods that minimize water
usage and emissions. This aligns with SDG 6 (Clean Water and Sanitation) and SDG
13 (Climate Action).

• Safety enhancement: Continuous improvement in safety measures and technologies is
imperative. This includes ongoing risk assessments, regular safety audits, and safety
training and awareness program investments.

• Public engagement: Effective public engagement strategies should be developed
and maintained to foster community trust and confidence. Public awareness cam-
paigns, clear communication of safety measures, and transparent incident reporting
mechanisms are essential components.

• Regulatory framework: Governments should establish and enforce a robust regulatory
framework for hydrogen integration, ensuring compliance with safety standards,
environmental regulations, and ethical considerations.

• Monitoring and evaluation: Continuous monitoring and evaluation of the integration
process are necessary to promptly identify and rectify safety and environmental issues.
Regular reporting and transparent communication are essential for accountability.

Integrating hydrogen-based energy systems with the Sustainable Development Goals
in the United Kingdom is a transformative endeavor with vast potential. However, it is
essential to address the limitations and chart future directions for sustainable and secure
hydrogen energy integration. By doing so, the UK can play a pivotal role in addressing
global challenges while upholding its commitment to sustainable development and the
well-being of its citizens.
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